
 

 

 

NERF ULTRA 2020 PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS 

Experience NERF ULTRA blasters -- the ultimate in NERF dart blasting! NERF ULTRA blasters have advanced design and 
performance to deliver extreme distance, accuracy, and speed. They include ground-breaking NERF ULTRA darts -- the 
farthest flying NERF darts EVER, featuring an innovative flight tip, Aerofin technology, and NERF ULTRA foam. Take your 
game to the next level with NERF ULTRA blasters and darts! NERF ULTRA blasters work only with NERF ULTRA darts. 
 
NERF ULTRA ONE BLASTER 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Now) 
Experience NERF ULTRA blasters -- the gold standard in NERF dart blasting! NERF ULTRA blasters have advanced design 

and performance to deliver extreme distance, accuracy, and speed. They include ground-breaking NERF ULTRA darts -- 

the farthest flying NERF darts EVER, featuring an innovative flight tip, Aerofin technology, and NERF ULTRA foam. Take 

your game to the next level with NERF ULTRA blasters and darts! NERF ULTRA blasters work only with NERF ULTRA darts. 

The NERF ULTRA ONE motorized blaster has a high-capacity 25-dart dart drum and comes with 25 NERF ULTRA darts. Fire 

over 2 dozen darts with the high-performance advantages of this NERF ULTRA blaster. Send darts flying through the air up 

to 120 feet (36 meters). There's on-board dart storage for quick reloading. You have the skills and the expertise as a NERF 

battler, now you have the blaster and darts for game-changing superiority! Includes: blaster, drum, 25 darts, and 

instructions. Requires 4 C alkaline batteries. Available at most major toy retailers nationwide. 

 
NERF ULTRA TWO BLASTER 
(HASBRO/Ages 8 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $24.99/Available: Spring 2020) 
The NERF ULTRA TWO MOTORIZED BLASTER features fast-back reloading. The six-dart cylinder is open in the back -- you 
can look inside to see how many darts are left to know when to reload. Hold down the acceleration button to power up 
the motor and press the trigger to fire one dart. Includes six NERF ULTRA darts that are compatible only with NERF 
ULTRA blasters. Darts fly up to 120 feet (36 meters)! Distances based on controlled testing. Actual performance varies. 
Eyewear recommended (not included). Requires six “AA” batteries. Includes: blaster, 6 darts, and instructions. Available 
at most major toy retailers nationwide. 
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